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1 Cygnus A 

Cygnus A is the only high redshift radio galaxy at low redshift , that is it 's the 
only nearby object with radio power in the range of the high redshift 3C objects. 
It is clear now that this is somewhat misleading in that Cyg A is an overachiever 
in the radio , and that its actual bolometric luminosity is much more modest than 
this would indicate. (This point has been explored and generalized in Barthel 
and Arnaud 1996 ; also see Carilli and Barthel 1996 for a detailed review of Cyg 
A). But the energy content of the lobes is famously large . 

There is a whole history of attempts to show that Cygnus A fits the Unified 
Model, and our particular contribution was detecting an apparent broad MgII 
line with the HST (Antonucci, Kinney and Hurt 1994, which includes refer
ences to previous work) . The spectral signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was less than 
amazing; furthermore an unftagged dead diode took out", 12Á from the line 
profile; and there was an uncertain "noise" contribution from confusing narrow 
lines (gory details in Antonucci 1994) . One of the referees of our paper - the 
favorable one - stated that "only a mot her could love that line." Thus we re
observed it with somewhat better SNR and with the bad diode ftagged , and 
the old and new data are presented to the same scale in Figure 1. Most of the 
bins are within the combined 1 rr statistical errors , and the many statistically 
significant wiggles are almost all present in NGC1068 as weil (Antonucci , Hurt 
and Miller 1994). The point is that the errors are believable, and that the con
tinuum should be set low. I believe the MgII line is there and is broader than 
we thought originally. (A detai led discussion of the spectrum is in prep.) 

In the 1994 paper we also stated that the polarization in the UV (F320W 
FOC filter) is '" 6%, and perpendicular to the radio axis, indicating that there 
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is a fairly large contribution from scattered light from a quasar in this region . 
This is consistent with the scenario of Jackson and Tadhunter (1993) , amongst 
others. Using the mighty Keek it has finally become possible to show the broad 
H alpha line in polari zed flux , and it is extremely broad (~ 26 , 000 km/secl -
Ogle et al 1997). Ogle et al compared the total broad H alpha and MgII flu xes 
in the SE component , corrected for Galactic reddening , and concluded that dust 
scattering must be important. (Specifically it would have to pro duce most of 
the broad MgII.) This was also our picture in the 1994 paper (and that of ot her 
workers ). Caveats include aperture effects and velocity ranges for integration of 
the line fluxes, but the conclusion is likely to stand. 

2 Statistics ofthe 3CR, unification, possible non
thermal AGN, and the role of the luid-IR 

Part of the Unified Model is the proposition that quasars and broad line radio 
galaxies differ from narrow line radio galaxies only in orientation of the dusty 
tori with respect to the line of sight . As explained by Barthel (1989) this idea 
delightfully solves the statistical paradoxes that arise in explaining radio data 
for radio quasars and blazars alone. The space densities and projected linear 
sizes of 3CR obj ects in the redshift range 0.5 < z < l.0 fit weil with a simple 
model in which those with torus axes within roughly 45 degrees of the line 
of sight correspond to the quasars , and the ot hers to the (narrow line) radio 
galaxies. The same is true for 3CR obj ects at z > 1 (e.g. Singal 1993).1 

But as Singal and others have pointed out (see his Figures 1 and 2) , the 
statistics go disastrously awry for the z < 0.5 objects. There are too many 
radio galaxies per quasar , and the projected linear size difference vanishes in 
the median cases. 

What is going on with the low redshift objects? In many cases bipolar 
reflection nebulae are seen around low redshift radio galaxies (more HST UV 

1 Pat McCarthy presented data on the la rge Molonglo sample, which has lower luminosity 
than the 3CR , a lbeit by a modest factor. T heir data show large spreads in size , so h e argues 
that they neither expect nor de tect a difference in projected linear sizes for radio galaxies vs 
quasars. I'd like to think (for simplicity) tha t the lower luminosity of the Molonglo sources 
is key, and Pat a cknowledges that at t he very high luminosity end there is some difference 
in the sizes in the expected sense , t hough it may not be sign ifica nt . He wondered whether 
the significance of t he offsets is really high in t he z > 0 .5 objects, noting that differences in 
cumulative distributions can look more significant than they are. It 's a good lesson , and my 
K-S t est by ruler ind icates that the difference in SingaI 's histogram is significant at the 97.5% 
confidence level for z > 1, but is not significant fo r 0. 5 < z < 1.0 
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Figure 1. A detection of braad MgIl from Cygnus A. 

polarization images in press by Hurt et al 1998) . There is also a growing list 
with demonstrated Type 1 spectra in polarized flux ; this partially overlaps the 
list with the reflection nebulae. So there is no doubt that th is aspect of the 
Unified Model is correct for some of them. The simplest explanation of what 
may be going wrong with the samples as a whole is that there is an additional 
population of radio galaxies at these lower redshifts and luminosities which does 
not participate, i.e. does not contain hidden quasars . It has been speculated 
that these are the "optically dull" ones, without visible luminous high ionization 
narrow line regions (e.g. Laing 1994; Barthel 1994) . I'm sure someone has 
plotted the narrow line luminosity vs radio size: if you are out there please teil 
me the result. 

The low z statistics have often been presented as a counterargument to gen-
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erality ofthe quasar/radio galaxy unification .2 Recently however Gopal Krishna 
et al (1996) have very cleverly argued that the data are actually as expected. 
They assume a torus opening angle increasing with luminosity, and some proper
ties of radio source evolution taken from independent radio astronomy folklore. 

I do not have astrong opinion on which explanation of the 3CR statistics is 
correct, but I do understand that th is is of great importance physically. A radio 
galaxy without the ostensibly thermal big blue bump and braad line region in 
the optical/UV would constitute a "nonthermal AGN." This was the popular 
explanation for radio galaxies before the Unified Model removed the compelling 
observational justification (e.g. Begelman , Blandford and Rees 1984) . Some 
years ago I observed many of these objects with the Lick spectropolarimeter, 
with little success in finding hidden quasars . Of course a suitable mirror need 
not be present in all cases. Thus I am convinced that the robust test is a search 
for the waste heat inevitably accompanying this configuration . Hopefully the 
several ISO programs on the 3CR will shed light on this. 

The place to look for the waste heat is in the mid IR (10 - 20j.Lm) . Starburst 
emission isn 't strong in this region; emission from nuclear dust tori is st rong 
there , and also penetrating . It is viabie to do this study at Keck and we have 
started taking such data. The sensitivity is lower than that of ISO but the 
diffraction-limited images provide additional information . Also we can select 
targets to give maximum leverage on this problem. In Figure 2 I show an 
observation from our first night , Aug 8 1996, taken with the "LWS" camera in 
collaboration with R. Puetter and B. Jones. To our great surprise we see two 
point sources ; since the only obvious type of powerful compact 12j.Lm source is 
a dusty torus, there may be two of them! Of course further observations will be 
needed to test the tllermal interpretation . 

3 Long slit speetropolarimetry at Keek: radio 
galaxies, BALs and a red quasar 

I participated in this project but it was initiated by Wil van Breugel and the real 
work was done mostly by Andrea Cimatti , Arjun Dey, and Mike Brotherton . 

2 Another apparent argument for some non-participating low-z radio galaxies is the weaker 
a verage IRAS far IR ftuxes found by Heekman et a l (1992, 1994); however, acting on a hunch 
of Charlie Lawrence's, we have confi rmed with mm data that many of the quasars in those 
samples, a nd few of the radio galaxies, have contaminat ion in the far IR from the radio 
synchrotron co re (Lawrence et al , in prep). (Also see Hoekst ra, Barthel a nd Hes 1997 a nd 
Hes, Barthel a nd Fosbury 1996 for additional detailed arguments.) 
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3C382 

Figure 2. A 12 iJID Keek observation of 3C382. 

Our goals we re to test and elucidate the Unified Model for the aligned radio 
galaxies at high redshift, and to leam something about their stellar populations 
and surrounding gaseous environments. We also looked at some related objects 
as noted in the section tit le. 

First we observed some galaxies at z ~ 1 which were known to be polarized ; 
then , motivated in part by the desire to see the polarization behavior at shorter 
rest wavelengths , we moved on to some z ~ 4 objects without previous polariza
tion data. Finally we examined a couple of BALs from the FIRST radio survey, 
and also a "Red Quasar." 

3.1 3C324 at z = 1.2, described in Cimatti et al 1996 

This a ligned radio galaxy is ~ 5/1 long , with lots of structure in the rest UV 
HST images , but a relaxed morphology in the rest optical (Longair , Best and 
Röttgering 1995; Dickinson, Dey and Spinrad 1995). We found a power law 
spectrum with index ~ - 2.0 in the rest range ~ 1600Á - 4200Á, a wavelength
independent 11 % polarization perpendicular to the opticaljradio axis, and hence 
a polarized flux spectral index also of - 2.0. The scattered light extends over 
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several arcsec. No stellar features were found but the data do not extend to the 
wavelengths of the strong UV lines. 

The wavelength independence of Pand the (admittedly steep) power law 
spectrum of PxF suggest electrons as scat tering particles, but a large HII mass 
would be required , and the (pretty solid) detection of broad MgIl in PxF con
st rains the temperature to be < 106K. Dust scattering is a much more effici ent 
scatterer per gram of total mass in the Milky Way, but its percent polarization 
of the scattered light is generally lower than for elect rons. More importantly, 
it is difficult to produce a constant polarization and a power law in polarized 
flux without invoking somewhat fine-tuned co-mingled reddening (see Wills and 
Hines 1997; Hines and Schmidt 1997 for data on many dust-scattered and red
dened objects). The required fine-tuning would also have to account for the 
scattering phase function, which is highly wavelength-dependent in the UV (see 
models of e.g. Manzini and di Serego Alighieri 1996 ; Kart j e 1995) . On the 
other hand a wavelength-independent cross section could be produced intrinsi
cally perhaps by large grains; however this reduces the cross section per unit 
mass. The dust fraction mayalso be lower tens of kpc from a galaxy at high 
redshift , compared with the localiSM . As Sandage and Visvanathan once said 
about M82 , our observations have made the object a mystery to us. 

3.2 3C256 at z = 1.8, described by Dey et al 1996 

This case is somewhat similar to 3C324: a ~ 5" rest UV extent , 11% polarization 
independent of wavelength , and power-Iaw total and polarized flux , but here 
with spectral index - l.l. (The total flux also shows a very broad absorption 
line shortward of CIV and quite detached from it!) Assuming this is Thomson
scattered light from a hidden quasar which is like the similar lobe-dominant 
ones at this redshift in the 3CR catalog (i .e. the Unified Model scenario), we 
estimated ~ 2 x 1011 M0 in HII would be required in the scat t ering "cone" alone. 
The SNR is inadequate to check for polarized broad emission lines , so the optical 
data do not preclude very hot gas; however such gas would overpredict the 
ROSAT flux (see Dey et al 1996) . Figure 9 in that paper shows the comparison 
of the total flux spectrum from 1500Á to 3100Á to that of NGCI068, considered 
to be electron scattered , and they are very similar , a lthough it 's possible that 
the FeIl contribution is different and so we are being misled. Again all evidence 
points to electron scattering except plausibility - the great mass of warm gas 
couldn 't be very long lived. It would also overpredict the recombination emission 
unless it is distributed very smoothly. Luckily P. Eisenhart et al have HST 
imaging polarimet ry pending for this One. 
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3.3 3C13 at z = 1.4 and 3C356 at z 
Cimatti et al 1997 

1.1 , described by 

3CI3 is faint but we cau at least say it has ..... 8% I>olari zal.ion at the expected 
positioll 3l1gle. 3C356 is brightcr, and is known for showing astrong alignment 
effect evcn in the rest optical (Eales and Rawl ings 1990; Lacy aud Rawlings 
1994) . The brlgln. norlllcrn com]>onent. has P incrcasing with frequeucy to 
- 15%, again a powcr-Ia\\' polari zoo fl ux distributiOIl though thi5 ti me with 
index - 0.2, aud a polarized I\1 g ll broad Clllission linc. The ROSA'f data imply 
a massive cooling fl ow with Ihc riglli. electron scattering optical depth according 
to Crawford anel Fabian (1996). but a ny vcry hot gas canno!. conlributc 1.0 t lle 
polarized ~ I gil linc. 

3.4 4C41.17 at z = 3.8, described by Dey et al 1998, and 
7C1909+722 at z = 3.6 (paper in prep ) 

At th is poiut we were more ilJterested in ot her aspects of t hc project tllan ill 
thc implications for Unification: Are there rcally massivc c10uds of warm (nol. 
hOI) elect rons? \Vh at about starlight? Thus we obfre rvecl a <:ouple at higher 
rooshifI , whcrc any s t.ellar lill<:8 should be apparent , and wherr' dust polarizalion 
and polar ized fl ux sbollid show Cl very streng wavelength dcpclldcnce. Thc 
first. target , 4011.1 i , turned out to be unpo larizcd anel to have strolig stcllar 
absorption lines. A spectacular HST images \\las showl1 at. tnc mcet illg by van 
Breugel. Clcarly in lhis case the alignment effect is duc to starlight . and thc star 
ferm atien is t ruly prodigious, easily prodllcing I.h c steil ar wass ef al uminous 
galaxy in a dynam ical t ime. There lila)' be some scattered quasar light in the 
observed red region, where there is apossibie broad CIII component and only 
poor polarizatioll limits. Ir so, the scattering doesn 't rise rapid ly at the shortest 
wavelengths, as cxpecled for Calaet.ic dust. The 7C 1909+722 galaxy in the 
sectioll ti tIe was d iscovered by van Breugel and H Url bascd Oll its s teep radie 
spectrum, a nd is qu alitatively s imilar to 4C41 .17 . 

In a further attcmpt lo lest dust vs electrons as t llc scaLtercrs, we applicd un
successfully to get NICl\'IOS time for some polarization images; however ground
based IR data , c01l1bincd \\'ith optical data , can bc cOllsiraini ng (l\nopp alld 
Chal1l hcrs 1997) . 
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3.5 3C 68.1 , a red quasar at z = 1.2, d escribed lil Brother
ton et a l 1998 

Thc "red q uasars" have Ilistorically been puzzling, and seem to be a mix of 
objccts ..... it h strong synchrotron componcnls extencling iuto Lhc ncat IR , a llel 

highly reddcned obj ects orten wil.h accom panyi ng dust scattering. This O Il C 

has a spectra] index of - 6 in the obsc.rved opt ical , anel a lobe-dominant radio 
SOU ree with a weak synchrotron core. [ndeed thc optical light t urns out. to be 
a combi ll atÎon of a highly reddened dirCf;L view of a quasa r with a modcrately
reddened d llst-scattercd view of the same object. It is similar to thc radio quiet 
object tRAS I 3349+ 24:J8 (see Wi lls el al 1992) . 

3.6 BAL quasars fron) t he FIRST radio survey, 0840+3633 
a nd 1556+3517, described in Brotherton et al 1997 

These are borderline radio loud BA Ls , discovered by 13ecker 's group base<1 on the 
deep VLA radio survey cal lcd FI HST. Interestingly, l hey arc both low ionizal.ion, 
with strong Fei l absorptioll . Past work , includi ng cxtensivc spcctropolarimetry, 
has lead to a picture of BA Ls as nearly edge-on, borderline objects in t.he Unificd 
i\'lodcl , wit!! no definite explanation for the laek of BA Ls among classical radio
loud objects. 0840+3633 fi ts t he pattern of previous exposures to same extent : 
the polatizat,ioll rises tO 4% at 2000Á, possibly dilu ted al. longer wavelcngths by 
the sm a ll blue bump. The troughs arc Jlluch more highly polari zed , as usual, 
suggcsl.ing thaI. the scattered light finds a paLh which partially avoids the broad 
absorptioll line clouds. Uowcver the magnitude and position augle within the 
Feil " (excited) t roughs shows a lot of complicatcd behavior, wÎth $Ome more 
polarized and some Icss pola r i zc~d than t,he cont inuum! 

The properties of 1556+3517 are rcaJly ncw: Lhe continuu ll'l polarizatioll 
riscs with decreasing wavclength to 13% at 2000 . Unlike the ot her BALs it 
shows BLn. pola riza tions consistent with thaI. or the surrounding continuu m, 
and IIQ polarization in the Feil troughs! Perllaps all the lIuclcar and BLR light 
p1\S.'>C::I t hrough the BAL douds, a llel t.he un polarized light iu thc t roughs is 
starl ight from the host. galaxy, but t his is jusL a gucss. 

Arc BALs rea lly uearly e<lgc-on'! Oue promising approach to this qucstion 
has ouly led 1.0 more difficulty. Radio spect ra l slopcs a re IlOW available for many 
radio q uiet AG N (A ntollucci and Barvai nis 1988. 1989; Barvainis, Lousda le and 
Anl.onucci 1996) , a llel they a rc a rni xture of types as ror radio loud AGN. It. 
has been argued recelltly that. t,he fl at ones are bea mcd ve~ions of the steep 
O lies (Falcke, Sherwood a nd Patnaik 1996). But thc BALs are a rather even 
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mixt.u re of the I.wo types, (Barvainis and Lo nsd ale 1997), showi ng ~h a t Lhey 
arc fairl y isat ropie, or else that we are really confu SC(1 about the cauSC$ of I.he 
speetral s lopes in radio qu iet AG N. Perh aps wit h great difJieulty radio axes can 
be obtained for $Omc BALs; th is would help in inlerpret ing the polarization. 

4 Nature offar-IR based on radio quiet quasars 

Mauy detections of quasa rs and high rcdsl,ifl radio galaxies are beillg repoorted 
in the mi ll imeter region of the spectru m. I'd like 10 rcv iew briefl y what wc know 
about the similar sou rees among r,\d io qukt qu asars and IRAS galaxies, which 
are analogous to these two c1a.sscs. The subject, is further along for the rad io 
quiets. 

First , oof course, the field was galva nized by IRAS 10214+4724 at : = 2.3, 
detecled in the far I It and then in thc mill imeter continuUlIi aud vari01lS mil~ 
limeter lines. Lensing may have becu crucial for boosting the flu x lO obscrvable 
levels (but :;ce Scoville et al 1995). This fa,no us object needs a name and I 
eall it the Mother of All I ItAS Galaxies, rcfcrri ng Lo a con1.emporanootl !! ncw!! 
event. i\'luch of the li l1 c emission, and hCl1ce probably the dust, is very compa.ct , 
Ihough some is apparel1tly resolvcd on "'- IOkpc scalcs (13ro ..... 11 and vanden Bout 
1991; Salomon ct. al 1992a,b; Scov il le et al 1995) . High optical polarization ..... as 
discovered by Lawrence et al (1992) , and subsequent Keek spcctropolarimetry 
sho ..... cd I.hat il. is all obscured quasar (Good rich et al 1992). In fact what we 
obscrve in the optical is mai uly the lenscd image of the scattering minor. 1'\\'0 
more "hyperlumi nolls" IRAS galaxies have been rcpo rlcd nnd both are also 
hidden quasars revealed in the polarizcd flux spectra. 

In 1992 we reported deteetion of t he Cloverlear (:: = 2.6, qu ad lensed , BA L) 
quasa r a.t 350p, 45011, alJd 800/J in the observed frame ( llarvuil1Îs , Antonucci and 
Coleman 1992). This was the first such observatioJl lhat. I know of, though Chini 
et al had already showJI that mally quasars must have steep spectra bctwcen 
the lOOp IRAS poi nt and L3mm. The obscrvatiolls \Vere the eu lminat.ion of 
a five yea r strugglc wi th the old UI,TI4 bolometer at. the JCMT; they would 
be t rivia I ilO\\' with the SCU BA bolometer array. Perh al>S we shouldn' t have 
bothered wi th UKT1" ; in the immortal ..... ords ofmy former thesis ad visor, "Why 
walk whell thc bus is cOll1ing?~ 

O UT original goal was \.0 ~ whether quasa rs follow the far IR/CO lu rn inosity 
correlatioll as IRAS galaxies do, suggesting tha L Lhc quasar far IR sou rce is 
t.hermal , and test illg the propositioll that radio quiet quasars alld IIV\ S ga laxics 
differ on ly in orif'll tation. 'rhey do follow t llat rc1ation quite ..... ell (e.g. Alloill e~ 
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al 1992). Also the Clovcrleaf and MOA IG have I.he same SED in the IR range , 
j ust divcrging in I.he opt.ieal as cxpecl,ed (Barvain is ct. al 1995). Whencvcr one 
shows thc far IR vs CO luminosil.y diagram , thcre is a ll opportuuity l o show 
also Ihe onc by Kcuuicu tt (1990) . He shows data for ord inary galaxies but 
cxtcnds tbe luminosi lY f<lnge by induding a burn ing eigar , a J eep Cherokce, the 
1988 Yellowstoue (orest nee. Venu s anel the un ivcrsc wit.hin the horizon. Thc 
correlation is vcry Light anel cOIl\'i llcÎng anel therc are na un plotted uppe r Jimits 
sa it is dcfini tcly real. 

F'ollowup observa tiOlls detected sevcral transitiolls of CO, [-leN anel Cl. ln
cluding dctai led high- resolution mapping of CO 7-6 which resolvcs the four 
images ( VUil ct al 1997; Alloin et al 1997; Kneib ct al 1997) . Modeling by 
Phil ~Ialoney shows that the H2 mass ii; cOllsiderably Icss thau indicaled by thc 
conversion factor for Galactie molecul ar douds, as a result of hi gh temperature 
a lld moderate optica I deplil. Pll il lias also infcrrcd $everal times more mass in 
au UI regioll bascd in part ou the Cllines. 'rhe CO source is only ,.", 600 pc in 
radius, where we usc thc hi gh resolut.ioll as well as the high flu x arrordcd by thc 
gravit.ational telcscope. T he data suggest a rotat.ing disk, wit.h dynamica I mass 
of;;:: 1010 1\'10 • consislell t with that ofthc CO regiolI . One iUlcrcsting loose Cl1d , 
ho\\'evcr, is t haI. wc have detccted a large spa tial cx tent for $Ome of thc 1.3mm 
cOli ti llllUm flu x, visiblc lI'ith -5- point " obscr\'at ions with the 30-m 1I1.AI\ I Pico 
Vileta dish. I! relu ai ns to be e1et.ermlned what thaI. is all about. 

There is an interesting litera ture on t he CO flu x t.o 11 2 mass corwersion factor. 
VarÎous li ncs of reasoning led to the condusion th at th is cOll versioll factor is low 
in IIlAS galax ics (aud quasars), as d iscusscd in detail by Malolley (1990) and 
Solomoll et al (1997) for cxample. A sccmillg proof was given by Shler. Rieke 
a nel Rieke (1994) for lu rni nous IRAS galaxies: I.lte convell lionally dcd uced I-I:! 
masses exceed t he estimateel e1ynarnicallll assC:S in that case. I-I owe\'cr lt's nol. 
certain t haI. the !lcar- Ill wavcle!lg l. lls used here \Vere snmcie ll tly pCllcl raling. 
Morcover Scoville el. al (1995) interpretcd t lte same sit uatÎon in thc MOAIG 
di ffl'tent ly: they proposed that the mass is real, but that the gas is supported 
partiall y by radiatioll prcssure rat hcr I.han cCl1trifugal force! Detailed modelillg 
using rnally transitions cOllsielcrably rcduces the uncen ai nties, however, and 
as noted thc lIIodeis for the Clover\('"f indic,l te a much lower i.hllll standa«l 
conversioll factor for that object (Barvain is et al 1997). 

Many more quasars, high-rcdshift IIlAS galaxies, alld radio ga laxies are 
beilIg detccted in thc mm and in thc CO lines: e.g . the lens 11.1 GO'I 14+0534 by 
our group (lJarvai nis ct al 1998) ; 53w002 (Scovi lle cl. al 1998); BRI 1335-01\ 15 al 
;: = 4.4 (G ui llotea u et al 1997 preprint) ; and the;: = 4.7 quasar BH1202- 072ä 
mul on olhet1/11Se Ul l!isible comparl/OII (Ohta et al. 1996; Omollt et al. 1996 ). 
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It has been pointed out. t hat the K-corrections in bat h continuum (Bla ill alld 
Longair 1993) and rotational Ji nes (Salomon , Ilad ford and Doymes 1992) a rc sa 
sellsi ti ve lo :; t.hat more d istant objects cau be considerably brightcr t han less 
distant Olies (sec also Barvain is' 1996 News and Views articlc). Thus the big ncw 
dishcs anel a rrays wil! open up the ca rly uni verse to the study of a component 
wh ich is an important part of thc ba ryon ic mass of form ing galaxics. 
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